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Abstract. In a recent measurement of prompt γ rays from the spontaneous fission of 252 Cf
an experimental setup was chosen that allowed the study of angular correlations between
γ rays and the nuclei from which they were emitted. The observed angular distribution of
the prompt fission γ rays was then analyzed to estimate the relative contributions from radiation of different multipolarity. From that we hope to obtain more detailed information
about the early stage of the de-excitation process of fission fragments, right after prompt
neutron emission. First preliminary results are presented below.

1 Introduction
Nuclear fission is a complex process, which – after almost 80 years since its discovery – is still not
fully understood. One field of research is for instance studies of the de-excitation of fission fragments,
which in the early stages takes place through the successive emission of prompt neutrons and γ rays.
For nuclear applications, information about the prompt neutrons is crucial for calculating the reactivity
in reactors, while precise knowledge about the prompt γ rays is important for the assessment of
the decay heat released in the reactor core. Concerning the latter we have contributed in the past
years with a number of precise measurements of prompt γ-ray spectra from the spontaneous [1–3] as
well as thermal [4–6] and fast neutron [7, 8] induced fission of various compound systems. In these
experiments prompt fission γ-ray spectra (PFGS) were measured and their characteristics, i.e. average
total γ-ray energy released in prompt fission, mean energy per photon as well as average photon
multiplicity, were determined with unprecedented accuracy. This collection of obtained experimental
data was also used to study the dependence of PFGS characteristics of mass and atomic number of the
fissioning system as well as of its excitation energy [9].
The energy release in nuclear fission is distributed in kinetic and excitation energy of the two fragments. The latter manifests itself in fragment deformation and intrinsic excitation energy. In an early
and quite simplified picture, it was assumed that the fragments are first de-excited by the emission of
neutrons until the fragments’ remaining excitation energy is lower than the neutron binding energy,
i.e. on average at about half of it. Only then de-excitation would continue by the emission of γ rays,
eventually reaching the ground state [10]. These γ rays may be divided into two categories, commonly called statistical and discrete γ rays, respectively. The first ones originate mainly from electric
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Figure 1. Illustration of the de-excitation process of fission fragments by the successive emission of neutrons
and γ rays. The change of excitation energy E* with angular momentum J is indicated. Prompt fission γ rays
may be divided into statistical and discrete γ rays, with a typical dipole and quadrupole character, respectively.

dipole transitions and carry away most of the remaining excitation energy of the fragments, while the
latter stem mainly from electric quadrupole transitions along the Yrast line and carry away most of
the angular momentum of the fragments [11]. This so-called prompt γ-ray emission is a fast process,
which basically takes place within the first few nanoseconds after scission [12] and is followed by
β decay(s) and thereafter by delayed emission of neutrons and γ rays towards the valley of β stability. The average prompt fission γ-ray multiplicity, i.e. the average number of photons per fission,
amounts typically to 8 [13], as corroborated by our measurements [1–6]. A schematic presentation
of the de-excitation process of fission fragments is given in Fig. 1, in accordance with a picture from
Ref. [14].
In this work now we have focused on the study of the de-excitation of fission fragments by prompt
γ-ray emission with an attempt to deduce information about the relative contributions from radiation
of different multipolarity. For that purpose we have chosen an experimental setup that allowed measuring angular correlations between fission fragments and the prompt γ-rays. Below we report on this
recent measurement, present the observed angular distribution and give first preliminary results.

2 Experimental setup and data treatment
The recent measurement of PFGS from 252 Cf(sf) was performed with a 3 in. × 3 in. (diameter ×
length) LaBr3 :Ce scintillation detector that was placed perpendicular to the plane of the sample along
its symmetry axis. It was mounted inside a cylindrical twin Frisch-grid ionization chamber (FGIC)
[15] in the center of a common cathode. Fission fragments from a thin 252 Cf sample are emitted to
both sides of the cathode, ionizing the P-10 counting gas, and being detected by means of the electrons
moving towards the respective anodes. A so-called Frisch grid is placed in front of each anode in order
to shield the latter from the influence of the ions, but it also allows determining the (polar) emission
angle of the fragments (see Fig. 2 for a schematic view of the experimental setup). The FGIC provides
the fission trigger for the coincident measurement of γ rays, for which energy and time-of-flight (TOF)
between sample and detector are recorded. The latter information is used to distinguish prompt γ rays
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Figure 2. Sketch of the experimental setup used to measure angular correlations between fission fragments (FF
1 or FF 2) and prompt fission γ rays. The fragments were detected with a cylindrical twin Frisch-grid ionization
chamber (FGIC) on whose central cathode a 252 Cf sample was mounted. For the detection of the γ rays a
LaBr3 :Ce detector of size 3 in. × 3 in. was employed that was placed along the symmetry axis perpendicular to
the sample. The polar angle of the emitted fragments equivalent to the angle relative to the detected photons is
denoted by θ.

from other photons, emitted e.g. in prompt fission neutron induced reactions. The experimental
techniques applied here are in principle the same as described in Refs. [1–6], where more details may
be found.
The collected prompt fission γ rays were sorted into energy spectra for cosθ bins between 0 and
1, with a width of 0.05 each. In order to obtain emission spectra, the response function of the detector
has to be determined, which is usually done by means of Monte Carlo simulations of the actual setup
with computer codes like e.g. Penelope [16] or Geant4 [17]. Thereafter the response function must
be unfolded from the raw spectra. However, as a first step, we have chosen here a different, less
time-consuming approach. Adding up all spectra gives an angular integrated raw spectrum that may
be compared with others, obtained previously for the same fissioning system. Since they all turned
out to exhibit a very similar appearance, we may benefit from the fact that similar raw spectra lead to
similar emission spectra, provided that detector and setup are comparable [3]. This is the case here.
From a previous measurement [1], for which the proper unfolding was carried out, both measured and
emission spectra are known, whose ratio gives a transformation function (see Ref. [3] for details).
Multiplying this function with the recently measured PFGS gives then the emission spectrum. The
very good agreement between this one and a reference spectrum is apparent in Fig. 3, which justifies
the procedure applied here. In the same way angular dependent emission spectra of prompt fission
γ rays were created for each bin, from which PFGS characteristics were determined. A detailed
inspection of the obtained angular distribution is performed below.

3 Angular distribution of prompt fission γ rays
As described in the previous chapter, emission spectra of prompt fission γ rays were created for cosθ
bins, covering the polar angle range 0◦ < θ < 90◦ . The integrated total multiplicity, i.e. the average
number of emitted photons per fission, was determined to M γ = 8.16 ± 0.29, where the statistical
uncertainty is 0.04 and the systematic one, mainly due to the transformation function, amounts 0.25.
This result is in good agreement with our last published value M γ = 8.29 ± 0.13 [2]. The angular
distribution of radiation may be expressed according to
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Figure 3. Measured PFGS spectrum for 252 Cf(sf) from this work, compared to a previously measured one from
Ref. [1], exhibiting an excellent agreement.

W(θ) = A0 [1 + {A2 /A0 }P2 (cosθ) + {A4 /A0 }P4 (cosθ)]

,

(1)

where Pk (cosθ) denote Legendre polynomials for k = 2,4 and θ is the emission angle of the fission
fragment relative to the γ ray direction, i.e. perpendicular to the cathode plane of the FGIC. Any
possible attenuation coefficients are assumed to be 1. The coefficients {Ak /A0 } are determined experimentally and may be compared to theory for different types of radiation. For instance, {A2 /A0 } ≈ −0.3
for pure dipole radiation and {A2 /A0 } ≈ 0.3 for pure quadrupole radiation, while {A4 /A0 } is close to
zero [18]. Figure 4 shows the measured angular distribution as black dots, together with the result of
a fit according to the expression given in Eq. 1 shown as line. It should be noted that the data close to
both θ = 0◦ and 90◦ suffers from considerable instrumental errors due to absorption and scattering, but
they were taken into account anyway, since they did not influence much the fit result. The obtained
coefficient is {Ak /A0 } = 0.13 ± 0.03, which corresponds to 72% quadrupole and 28% dipole radiation
as shown as well in Fig. 4 (higher multipolarities are less probable and neglected here). This result is
discussed below.

4 Discussion and outlook
Prior to this work, angular distributions of prompt γ rays were measured in thermal-neutron induced
fission of the target nuclei 233 U, 235 U and 239 Pu [19]. Comparison between all four measurements
exhibits a good agreement, indicating a dominating contribution of quadrupole radiation, of which
E2 is much more likely than M2. If this E2 radiation is assigned to γ decays along the Yrast line
(cf. Fig. 1), the corresponding multipolarity-dependent multiplicity would be M γ,L=2 ≈ 6.0, with a
total average multiplicity of M γ = 8.29 [2]. This implies an average angular momentum of J ≈ 12,
which is in rather good agreement with J ≈ 10 reported earlier [20] and results of GEF calculations
for different fission fragments [21]. The remaining dipole multiplicity would then be M γ,L=1 ≈ 2.3 for
statistical γ rays.
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Figure 4. Measured angular distribution of prompt γ rays from 252 Cf(sf), depicted as black dots. The error bars
correspond to the sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties. The full drawn line represents the result of a fit
according to Eq. 1, together with the deduced contributions of quadrupole (L = 2) and dipole (L = 1) radiation.

Calculations based on the Monte Carlo Hauser-Feshbach code FIFRELIN [14] have previously
been quite successful in reproducing experimental results for PFGS characteristics as well as the
distinct peak structure of the low-energy part of the energy spectra for 235 U(nth , f) [4] and 252 Cf(sf) [2].
Even multipolarity-dependent spectra were generated [22], which however seem to show a dominating
contribution of L=1 radiation. Apparently, this is in contrast with the results presented in this work,
although a considerable part of radiation consists of so-called "experimental transitions", to which no
multipolarity is assigned.
Hopefully this assignment will be able to be obtained with the help of experimental data, but in
order to achieve that, the next step would have to be to extract energy spectra for different multipolarities. This should be possible by studying angular distributions of prompt fission γ rays of different
energies, which summarizes our future task in this context.
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